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Some CBG ‘old-timers’ may
recall the circulation of a few
issues of an internal newsletter
several years ago. Unfortunately,
although it aided information
flow across our organization, it
fell by the wayside. A few weeks
ago, I asked our media team to
consider its reactivation, and
they endorsed the plan with
enthusiasm. As a result, you
can now anticipate a monthly
newsletter that will introduce
new staff, new projects, new
publications, and new grants. As
well, you can expect an update
on the main tasks that are being
undertaken by each of our
research units.

I began as Interim Executive Director for the Biodiversity
Institute of Ontario in May 2018. My initial task in this
new and exciting role is to develop a new strategic plan to
encourage researchers from across the University to share
knowledge and collaborate in biodiversity science. After
consulting with numerous stakeholders across the campus
and at the Centre for Biodiversity Genomics, I have drafted a document that
I hope will stimulate new collaboration and explore an expanded mission to
further the shared goals of CBG and BIO. I look forward to sharing the finalized
strategic plan with you soon and hearing your feedback.

I’m near certain you will enjoy
reading each issue because 2019
promises to be an exceptionally
dynamic year as we launch both
ARCBIO and BIOSCAN while
also injecting new sequencing
infrastructure and analytical
approaches. Of course, these
advances are only possible as a
result of your
individual
contributions
and for this I am
deeply grateful.

— John Fryxell

— Paul Hebert

From the Executive Director of BIO

Media Team

On behalf of CBG’s newly minted media team,
Suz, Michelle and I are pleased to present the first
edition of the new CBG newsletter; resurrected
and refreshed after a lengthy hibernation. We
hope it marks a positive start to 2019 and offers
each of us a chance to share our news and
celebrate our achievements.

As our media relations efforts begin to take shape,
we will be focusing on a few key priorities: planning
the BIOSCAN launch at the iBOL conference in
Norway in June, creating digital media content
around the new ARCBIO project and the Kruger
Malaise Project in South Africa’s Kruger National
Park, and finally, managing day-to-day media
relations activities at the Centre for
Biodiversity Genomics.

Some of you might be wondering how
you can work with CBG’s media
office. I encourage you to read
this Nature article, Press ahead:
Public information officers can help
scientists to share their research more
widely for some inspiration.

If you have a story you’d like to share
or have any questions or comments
about how we can better support and
promote your work, I would love to
hear from you.
— Hannah James

Note from Alex Borisenko
Over the past five years, the CBG’s International
Development Unit has helped to strengthen the Centre’s
global profile through its training and capacity-building
activities in developing countries. Established around the
goal of providing a more organized training environment for
international visitors, it morphed into the DNA Barcoding
Research Training Program (http://dnabarcode.training/)
which hosted 54 trainees from 34 nations and managed
several externally funded international development
projects, raising over $850K in contracts and cost recovery.

Three people have been key to the program’s success:
Adriana (program coordinator), Ashfaq (lead instructor)
and Susana (international liaison). Anne Chambers and
Emily Berzitis helped set up the training format during the
program’s early years, while Paul, Sally, Bob and, of course, the
Centre’s operational units offered continued support and
advice. As we approach the conclusion of our last contract,
I look at our past accomplishments with pride and take
this opportunity to thank the team for their commitment,
dedication and a unique collegial environment.
I am also pleased to see all members of our unit
continue their work at CBG and hope that the past
few years have provided them with helpful experience.
Looking forward, I am excited to be part of a new,
nationally-centred project - Arctic BIOSCAN, and
look forward to working with everyone on deploying
a DNA-based platforms for biodiversity monitoring in
the Canadian Arctic.
— Alex Borisenko
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Admin Team
Vanessa Bouwer
Invoicing Clerk

Do you know who to contact?
Sue-Ann Connolly

Admin Service Assistant

Brianne St. Jacques
Admin Support

Contact me if you need:

Contact me if you need:

Contact me if you need:

• An invoice for samples sent
in for analysis from external
collaborators
• To check the status of an invoice
• To complete and submit a vehicle
drivers profile form
• To book a CBG vehicle and
report any related issues

• To report absences/vacation in
the University HRTE system
• To submit a timesheet for a parttime employee or a student
• Support with any University
enquiries and grievances
• To establish a work study position
• Keys for BIO/CBG/ZOO and
e-card access for exterior entry
• To process travel reimbursements
($50+) & petty cash (<$50)
• Help online ordering and input
coding for purchase orders from
Payment Services

• To send out a sample kit to an
external collaborator
• Information regarding the status
of incoming samples
• To book BIO/CBG meeting room
spaces / help to arrange meetings
• Help with FedEx shipments
• Help processing journal entries
• To order office supplies from
E-way/Printerplus (Staples)
• Red Car bookings
• A physical resources work order
placed

For Meeting Bookings

Provide the following info by email:

1. When is the meeting?
2. What is it for?
3. How many people will be
in attendance? Who will be
attending?
4. Do you require catering
services? If so, which account
should be charged?
* Please note: catering orders
need to be placed at least 10
business days prior to event.

For Travel
Reimbursements

Please fill out a claim with ECS
and bring in your receipts to
Sue-Ann who will fill out the
coding information and leave
the forms in your mailbox for
final signatures.

For FedEx Shipments

FedEx will no longer be picking
up outgoing shipments after
2:30 pm on campus. Package
and all information relating to
the paperwork are required by
10:30 am for same day delivery,
otherwise it will be dispatched
the next business day.

The Lamp Project

Dirk and Vasco are looking for the dead insects in
your lamps and light fixtures!

They want to find out which insects are living with you in your
homes, and are inviting you to pick up a sampling kit in the atrium
of the CBG. Find a lamp with at least 20 specimens in it. Get your
friends and family involved as well!
For more information, contact Dirk (dsteinke@uoguelph.ca) or
Vasco (elbrecht@uoguelph.ca)
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Looks like the CBG’s lights
could be good candidates!

New Faces
Lab Technician (Genomics)

Zoltan
Adanko

Postdoctoral Fellow (Hajibabaei Lab)

Zoltan is a graduate of U of G’s biological sciences
program and has held a number of industrial positions.
He is familiar with industrial microbiology bioanalytics
and pharmaceutical production. Most recently, Zoltan
worked for Johnson & Johnson as a process operator
producing pharmaceutical grade granulation.

Katie
McGee

Forensic Scientist (Genomics)

Sarah
Dolynskyj

Data Manager (Informatics)

Sarah holds a B.Sc. and M.Sc. in forensic science.
Prior to joining us in April 2018, she worked as a
wildlife DNA forensic scientist at Trent U. She is
qualified as an expert witness and has provided
forensic DNA testimony in provincial court in both
wildlife and homicide cases.

Susana
Miranda

Jeremy joined the CCDB in 2019 after finishing his
B.Sc. at U of G. Jeremy comes with recommendations
from the U of G’s Advanced Analysis Centre, where
he did a brief stint as a work study student and
a lab technician. He is currently a member of our
DNA extraction team.

Chloe
Robinson

Hempel

Chloe joined us in December and will be involved
in the research and coordination of a new Genome
Canada project led by our lab. Chloe comes from
the U.K. with a background in population genetics
and eDNA analysis of invasive species. She also has
outstanding experience in science outreach.

Laboratory Technician (Collections)

PhD Student (Steinke Lab)

Christopher

We welcome Susana to the Informatics team!
Having previously spent 4+ years working in the
International Development Unit, her experience in
the barcoding world will make her an asset on the
BOLD front.

Postdoctoral Fellow (Hajibabaei Lab)

Lab Technician (Genomics)

Jeremy
Easlick

Katie McGee our recent Ph.D. graduate started a
new postdoc working on soil biodiversity genomics
associated with Food from Thought. Katie has vast
experience in soil microbial ecology and statistical
analysis of biodiversity as well as fieldwork.

Chris completed his M.Sc. in biodiversity at
the Ruhr-University, Bochum, and his B.Sc. at
University Duisburg/Essen.

Kylee

We also welcome back Kylee who will be working
in the specimen archive before starting graduate
school later this year.

Ronnenberg

Mieke
Boecker

Informatics Students
Simon Guo
Data Science

Student Assistant (Steinke Lab)

Mieke is working for Bees@School. She is a first year student
in the environmental science program here at the U of G.

Kelly Liu
Computer Engineering

Jenny Yu
Biomedical Engineering

We’ve welcomed three co-op students from the University of Waterloo. Simon Guo has returned for a second semester,
and Kelly Liu and Jenny Yu have joined this semester.They are working on advancements to our tools and analysis pipelines.

Fond Farewells

Zak El Bastami
Software Developer (Informatics)
Zak departed the Informatics Unit after six years,
contributing heavily to BOLD4 and mBRAVE development.
We wish Zak well with his entrepreneurial endeavours.

Jesse Sills-Gilligan
Lab Technician (Genomics)
Jesse joined the CCDB in July 2016 following her prior
work in CBG Collections. As a lab technician on the DNA
extraction team, Jesse handled hundreds of thousands of
samples during that time. In pursuit of an M.Sc., Jesse will
be leaving CBG at the end of this month.

Michelle Pyle, MSc
Adamowicz Lab
Congratulations to Michelle Pyle on successfully defending
her M.Sc. thesis in integrative biology this past August!
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Collections Unit

Goals for the Year

»» Develop strategies and optimize workflows for the initiation of BIOSCAN
»» Secure more unit funding/contracts (like the GGI-CBG ‘Barcoding NMNH Genera’ Project)
»» Upgrade our Collections Information Management System (CIMS) to be more accessible, stable, and larger-scale
»» Integrate scannable labels at the specimen and container level in our workflows and natural history collection

This month, we aim:
To continue:

To complete:

»» Processing samples from the Kruger Malaise
Program’s 26 sites
»» Processing samples from six PL-12 Malaise sites in
Costa Rica
»» Validating 2M records from the Global Malaise
Program
»» Validating 500K records from the Área de
Conservación Guanacaste (ACG) for upcoming data
release and publication
»» Conducting a large-scale update of taxonomy for all
legacy specimen records on BOLD

»» Processing 50K polar specimens for year 1 of the
Arctic BIOSCAN (ARCBIO) project
»» Field planning for upcoming field season in Cambridge
Bay and Kugluktuk, Nunavut
»» A visit to the Canadian Museum of Nature and ROM
to sample specimens for ARCBIO
»» Field planning for the ALUS / Agricultural Monitoring
project led by John Fryxell
»» Processing of museum samples harvested at the
Smithsonian Institution last December as part of the
GGI – CBG partnership

Genomics Unit

Goals for the Year

Informatics Unit

Goals for the Year

»» Offer DNA barcoding services on a cost-recovery basis, focusing on the expansion of the BOLD reference
library and metabarcoding bulk samples. Activities will contribute to the Food from Thought program and
Arctic BIOSCAN (ARCBIO), as well as government and not-for-profit organizations
»» Make DNA barcoding of individual specimens more affordable, focusing R&D efforts on validation and
deployment of single-step PCR protocol for targeted sequencing on a Sequel instrument
»» Acquire a liquid handling instrument (Labcyte Echo 525) that will reduce laboratory waste and analytical costs
»» Explore options for upgrading CCDB’s SMRT sequencing capabilities

»» Focus on building capacity in informatics infrastructure for the storage and analysis of larger volumes of higherdimensional data as we move into the BIOSCAN project and the next evolution of DNA barcoding

Other News:
Sujeevan presented on iBOL, BIOSCAN, and cyberinfrastructure at invited seminars at the Natural History Museum, Paris and
the University of Minho, Portugal in December 2018. As an outcome of the Minho meeting, the Informatics team is pursuing
a partnership with the new Minho Advanced Supercomputing Centre in Braga.
If you have any questions or problems with any of our platforms please email support@boldsystems.org or support@mbrave.net
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Sally Adamowicz Lab

My research is motivated by the aspiration to understand the mechanisms underlying the evolution and maintenance
of biodiversity. My students and I focus on five primary areas of investigation: 1) molecular evolution, such as tests
for associations between rates of molecular evolution, biological traits, and environment; 2) tree of life and largescale patterns in diversification; 3) biodiversity and evolutionary community ecology of Arctic biomes; 4) ancient
lakes as study systems for evolutionary diversification; and 5) development of bioinformatics pipelines and methods
for the large-scale analysis of biodiversity data. We have a particular focus on aquatic invertebrate life and Arctic
biodiversity; we also conduct taxonomically broad research through data mining and developing novel bioinformatics
pipelines and software. Our work has additionally involved collaboration with private-sector partners to bring
molecular tools to the delivery of environmental effects monitoring programs for freshwaters. We also contribute
to building large molecular datasets as part of the International Barcode of Life consortium, and we make use of
these public data for both discovery-oriented and hypothesis-driven biodiversity science.

Mehrdad Hajibabaei Lab

Dirk Steinke Lab

Our group of postdocs, graduate students and
undergraduates can be found in ZOO II – the
brick building next to CBG. We are developing and
benchmarking new methods and protocols for DNA
barcoding, metabarcoding and metagenomics. This
helps us answer questions that relate to fields such as
multi-species population genetics, species distribution
modelling, community assembly, spatiotemporal
functional trait mapping, mito-genomics, and
pollination ecosystem services. Occasionally, we host
guests from other departments on campus (e.g. SES,
IB) to share what we’ve learned and to help them with
their barcoding-related projects.

Our lab is focused on investigating biodiversity using
genomics data with particular interest in evolutionary
and ecological questions. We have been at the forefront
of using next-generation sequencing technologies
for biodiversity analysis (e.g. metabarcoding). The lab
currently pursues a number of projects based on our longterm research goals involving extensive collaborative
work with governmental agencies including Environment
and Climate Change Canada, Natural Resources Canada,
and Agriculture and Agrifood Canada.

At the February 4th University of Guelph funding announcement
that welcomed Honourable Minister Kirsty Duncan, Genome
Canada,World Wildlife Fund Canada among others to celebrate
the researchers receiving $1.5M for genomics research.

Congratulations to Mehrdad, Sally, and Paul for securing over $3 million in federal funding through Genome Canada. Mehrdad is
leading project STREAM (Sequencing the Rivers for Environmental Assessment and Monitoring) that will monitor and assess the
health of Canada’s freshwater systems in partnership with WWF Canada and Environment and Climate Change Canada. Sally and
Paul, along with other colleagues, are working on ‘Extracting Signal from Noise’, a project that focuses on the development of new
bioinformatics tools that will facilitate the rapid and accurate processing of DNA data resulting from high-throughput sequencing.
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A Perspective from the new Co-op Student in the Informatics Unit
Walking out of Sujeevan’s office, I kept thinking about the
day I discovered I was taller than my dad. He told me, “Now
you are the spine of the family! Go change that light bulb
your mom keeps complaining about!” That was the exact
feeling I had now. I felt like someone had suddenly put a
great weight on my shoulders, but I wasn’t prepared. (I’m
talking about the responsibility, not about the light bulb!)

Kelly — “I am a computer engineering student from
University of Waterloo that is co-oping in the biology
department at the University of Guelph.”
Guelph Landlord — “So … you are a biology student?
Nice to meet you!”
Kelly — “… …”

It turns out, the boss is always right! My project is going
pretty well! Actually, except for the project name, I was
familiar with the idea of the project before I started it! But I
can’t let my brain relax yet, since there is still so much I need
to learn from the people in this building. (Statistic models!
Who knows why I’ve never learned them before?)

My first day at CBG, I was given 5 papers “to start with”.
Coming from a family where my mom and grandpa both
teach liberal arts, I can tell you I didn’t chose liberal arts
for a reason. I cannot deal with papers! Maybe it’s news
to you guys, but there are people in the world that would
rather die than read a paper! I spoke with other people
in the building, but it seemed I was the only one with this
problem. Not even the other co-op students could relate. I
told myself, “of course! This is a research organization! The
actual issue here is how you got in!”

During the last three weeks, I struggled with so much
pressure, but have also grown so fast! Now I’ve gotten
a brief idea of most of the languages, frameworks and
tools used here. I have got so much helpful guidance
on everything, including the procedures of completing a
project, the mindset for solving different problems, the
communication inside a technical team, and I even have
seen what makes a good leader.

No matter how much I cried inside, I still had to read them,
but what are these scary terms?
“BARCODE”, “PHYLUM”, “OTU”, “TAXA”, “SPECIMENS”,
“CYTOCHROME C OXIDASE I”, “SINGLE LINKAGE
CLUSTERING”, “HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL”…

I need to especially thank Sujeevan for how much he’s
taught me. Before coming here, I was always waiting to
graduate. I told myself that I would be able to relax after
I did. By hearing Sujeevan’s experience and seeing all the
books in his office, I suddenly realized that being relaxed
is not how I want to star t my career. He taught me that
I should be ambitious, hard-working, and always eager
to learn! He’s someone who woke me up and has quite
possibly changed my future.

I am not a biology student and I never considered being one!
The last time I had biology class was back in high school,
which already feels like a century ago! I freaked out again
but thank god for Google and Wikipedia, and, also, to all my
colleagues, especially Tyler for all the help! After reading these
papers, I started thinking about getting a minor in biology
and genetics. You see, I came here to be a programmer, but
before I even programmed anything, I got turned into a
potential biology student. Life is so interesting, isn’t it?

There are always tutorial pages for new tools or
frameworks open on my personal laptop at home now.
I’ve even written my first technical discussion ar ticle. I’m
so excited that I’ve learned so many valuable skills, and
gained experience and knowledge from CBG. This really is
the best place and oppor tunity ever, where people - who
aren’t my dad - teach me!

As if that experience hadn’t destroyed enough of my
confidence already, what remained was quickly destroyed
the next day. The software development team was so nice
and showed us the projects they were working on - they
described the systems, procedures, languages, and tools
they use. The languages and frameworks were so new to
me. I searched them up one by one and struggled to figure
out what I should be learning first. Will I really be helpful
here? I felt like a fraud.
Then Sujeevan, the Informatics director, assigned projects
to us. He gave me a project but I didn’t even understand its
name. I kept asking, “Do you really think I can do that?”, and
Sujeevan kept saying, “Yes, you can definitely do that!”

Despite all the troubles and difficulties on the way, I am
fitting in successfully with everyone’s help! I enjoy my soft
office chair and my happy team! Other than the fact that
everyone here is too busy for me to have several hourlong chats, I love CBG, and I believe you will all like this
weirdo as well!
— Kelly Liu
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Beaulieu F, Knee W, Nowell V, Schwarzfeld M, Lindo Z, Behan‑Pelletier VM, Lumley L, Young MR, Smith
I, Proctor HC, Mironov SV, Galloway TD, Walter DE, Lindquist EE (2019) Acari of Canada. In: Langor DW,
Sheffield CS (Eds) The Biota of Canada – A Biodiversity Assessment. Part 1: The Terrestrial Arthropods.
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Bennett AMR, Sheffield CS, deWaard JR (2019) Hymenoptera of Canada. In: Langor DW, Sheffield CS
(Eds) The Biota of Canada – A Biodiversity Assessment. Part 1: The Terrestrial Arthropods. ZooKeys 819:
311-360. doi:10.3897/zookeys.819.28510
Bennett R, Blagoev G, Copley C (2019) Araneae of Canada. In: Langor DW, Sheffield CS (Eds) The
Biota of Canada – A Biodiversity Assessment. Part 1: The Terrestrial Arthropods. ZooKeys 819: 41-56.
doi:10.3897/zookeys.819.26391
Schmid-Egger C, Straka J, Ljubomirov T, Blagoev GA, Morinière J, Schmidt S (2019) DNA barcodes
identify 99 per cent of apoid wasp species (Hymenoptera: Ampulicidae, Crabronidae, Sphecidae) from the
Western Palearctic. Molecular Ecology Resources. In press. doi:10.1111/1755-0998.12963
Pohl GR, Landry J-F, Schmidt BC, deWaard JR (2019) Lepidoptera of Canada. In: Langor DW, Sheffield
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Layton KKS, Warne CPK, Nicolai A, Ansart A, and deWaard, JR (2019) Molecular evidence for
multiple introductions of the banded grove snail (Cepaea nemoralis) in North America. Canadian Journal of
Zoology. In press. doi:10.1139/cjz-2018-0084
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Informatics

Elliott TA, Ratnasingham, S. Nov 2018. RepeatFUnL: Developing a comprehensive, integrative
transposon database for the broad scientific community. Cold Spring Harbor Transposable Element
Meeting. Cold Spring Harbor, New York.
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Publications & Presentations
Adamowicz Lab

Adamowicz SJ, Marinone MC, Menu-Marque S, Allen DC, Martin JW, Pyle MN, De los Ríos-Escalante
PR, Sobel CN, Ibañez C, Pinto J, Witt JDS (2018) The Hyalella (Crustacea: Amphipoda) species cloud of the
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Hajibabaei Lab
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Steinke Lab

Elbrecht V, Steinke D (2019). Scaling up DNA metabarcoding for freshwater macrozoobenthos
monitoring. Freshwater Science: 64: 380–387. doi:10.1111/fwb.13220
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